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Have you ever put on an outfit, or even a single item of clothing, and it just 
didn’t feel right? I don’t mean that it wasn’t flattering, or that it didn’t fit, or 
even that it was itchy or rubbed. 

A dress may look fantastic on you, but if you don’t feel fantastic in it, it doesn’t 
matter. The perfect outfit is one that looks fabulous on you and makes you feel 
fabulous. When that happens, your clothes resonate, because you’ve dressed the 
outer you to harmonize with the inner you. 

Sometimes it’s because an item is so perfectly figure-flattering. Sometimes it’s 
the perfect style, a color or a cut that speaks to you and expresses the way you 
want the world to see you. Sometimes it’s both. (Style nirvana!) I’ve said it before 
and I’ll say it again: “If you have to talk yourself into wearing it, don’t.”

That’s what this guide is all about: feeling fabulous in what you wear, and 
turning the individual items hanging in your closet into bonafide, I’m-and-adult-
and-I’ve-got-it-together outfits. You’ll learn how to combine these individual, 
fabulous garments into outfits that look fantastic, flatter you and fit a variety of 
situations, from a soccer game to a board meeting.
 

W E L C O M E !
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In the next few pages, we’re going to cover a lot: 

Outfit Formulas: Dressing yourself might seem complicated, but there’s 
actually a very basic method to the madness. I’ll show you how to create outfits 
from separate pieces. 

The 5 Levels of Working Mom Outfits: Of course, not every outfit works for every 
situation. We’re going to see how you can implement the basic formula and 
use it to figure out exactly what works for whatever’s on today’s schedule. I’ll 
also show you how to dress any outfit up or down. 

Putting the Formula Into a Routine: You know how to make outfits, and how to 
easily deduce what items work for which occasion. Now it’s time to take that 
new knowledge and incorporate it into your everyday life. I’ll show you how to 
make getting dressed and looking fabulous a habit, not an obstacle. 

Have Fun with the Formula: Once you’re able to put outfits together in your 
sleep (perhaps literally on Monday mornings), you can start to have fun with 
the formula. I’ll show you how to brainstorm new combinations, step outside 
your style comfort zone, and how to refresh your wardrobe without spending a 
lot of money. Plus, helpful tips on knowing when to let go of something that’s 
dated (and what to do what said item). 

Activities: Our outfit adventure ends with a few actionable items for you to 
complete. They’ll really cement the basic formula into your brain.
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              Outfit Formulas:  
     Sartorial Science
Does it sometimes seem like a mystery how celebrities and fashionistas (or 
their stylists!) know how to combine clothes in a way that’s creative, fun and 
original? Do you wonder how you can break out of the same rut of T-shirt + 
jeans or khakis?

It’s really not magic. It’s just a bit of sartorial science. Creating outfits consists 
of a basic formula.
 
Much of the “magic” of a great-looking outfit comes from the fit of the 
garments. You’ll look like a million bucks in your T-shirt and jeans if they’re 
well-made and flattering.
 
The rest of what makes a particular outfit fun and unique comes from letting 
your personal style shine through. Maybe it’s a handmade necklace you find 
at a craft show. Or maybe it’s switching out an expected pair of pants for a 
flirty skirt.

You won’t get there overnight—it’s a process of experimentation. But that’s 
what makes it fun! After all, they’re only clothes. If you try something new for 
a day and ultimately decide it doesn’t work for you, you don’t have to wear that 
combination again; and now you have another piece of information about how 
to make your outfits rock.
 
So let’s start with the basic formula. Once you have it down, you can take it 
anywhere you want. 
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THE BASIC FORMULA
Although it may seem like there are infinite ways to combine clothes, 
underneath every outfit is a basic formula:
 
Top core piece + bottom core piece (+ top outer piece) = outfit
 
Let’s break them down.
 
The top core piece is the bottom-most layer above your waist that can be seen 
(so a bra or a camisole doesn’t count here). It’s a T-shirt, a knit shirt, a blouse, 
a lightweight sweater shell.
 
The bottom core piece is the bottom-most layer below your waist that can be 
seen: pants, trousers, skirts, shorts.
 
The top outer piece is a layer above the top core piece. It pulls the other two 
pieces together into a cohesive look (Stacy and Clinton of TLC’s What Not To 
Wear used to call this a “completer piece”). It can be everything from a second 
blouse or a vest to a cardigan or fitted blazer.
 
And it’s optional. At a cocktail party, for example, you may not want to wear 
anything on top of your little black dress.
 
These basic components are transformed into a look by adding accessories: a 
necklace or scarf on top, a belt at the waist or narrowest part of your torso, and 
shoes at the bottom. (We’ll cover accessories and accessorizing later in this unit.)
 
HOW DOES THIS WORK IN PRACTICE?
 
Think of it like dressing a paper doll. Start with one of the two core pieces, 
either top or bottom. Lay it out on your bed or better yet, put it on.
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Now think of what you own in the other category. If you started with a top, what 
pants or skirts do you have that will work with that top? It’s okay if you play it 
safe in the beginning; black almost always works, for example. The goal is to 
get comfortable with the process of assembling outfits before incorporating the 
extra effort of creativity.
 
Finally, what outer piece can you add on top to finish the look? Can you belt a 
cardigan over the shirt and jeans? Can you add a jacket to a blouse and skirt? 
Can you put a patterned blouse over a solid T-shirt and khakis?
 
The pieces you choose to include in your particular formula are unique to you 
because they combine your sense of style  and what works best on your body.

SIMPLIFYING THE BASIC FORMULA WITH A SOLID CORE WARDROBE
One of the reasons we go astray when shopping for clothes is that we don’t 
really have a good idea of what we need or what we’re supposed to be buying. 
So we either wind up buying something overly trendy we saw in a magazine or 
on the mannequin, or buying yet another pair of the same black pants because 
it’s an easy default.
 
There’s a better way to structure your wardrobe.
 
It starts with the concept of a Core Wardrobe. This is a list of essential pieces 
that every woman should own; the building blocks from which she can create 
outfits for any occasion in her life.
 
Once you have the Core Wardrobe pieces, you’ll have your basic fashion staples 
around which you can build any number of outfit combinations by adding 
supplemental garments of every type–in the cuts that fit and flatter you.

Stylists have different variations on the Core Wardrobe list, but many of the 
essentials are the same. (The Little Black Dress is on all of them, guaranteed!)

Still trying to 
figure out what 

your sense of 
style is exactly? 

Or not sure 
what works best 

on your body? 
Check out my 
WHAT’S MY 

STYLE? in the 
Frantic but 

Fabulous shop. 
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For example, every woman should own a pair of dark wash, boot cut denim 
jeans. Minimum. That’s part of the Core Wardrobe. But there are also boyfriend 
jeans and wide-leg jeans and skinny jeans and jeggings in this denim-
obsessed world of ours. All fine, all fun—but not essential. If they’re not 
already in your wardrobe, I’m not going to instruct you to go out and get some 
(and not all of those will work with your body type, either). Whether or not you 
own jeggings is entirely between you and your full-length mirror.

You’ll notice that the Core Wardrobe doesn’t include every type of garment you 
could possibly own in a given category. That’s what makes it a Core Wardrobe, 
not a comprehensive one.
 
And of course no outfit is complete until you include accessories, so they’re 
part of the Core Wardrobe, too.
 
I delve into the details of how to create the perfect Core Wardrobe in my book, 
How to Build a Wardrobe You Love, but here’s the gist: Plan to invest in the 
pieces you will wear for years: coats, blazers, button-down shirts, the basic 
set of shoes, fine jewelry pieces, handbags. Save on belts and T-shirts and buy 
imitation pieces for the jewelry if you can’t splurge on the real thing. (Choose 
cultured pearls, or even imitation, rather than freshwater, for example.)

A great Core Wardrobe will help you simpify the Basic Formula even further. A 
dress is both a top and core piece. That’s why your Core Wardrobe should include 
a handful of dresses; there’s no easier way to get dressed and look put together. 

In most cases, the top and bottom core pieces are separates; that is, they are 
purchased separately and are not made of the same pattern or fabric. In the 
case of a suit, however, your top and bottom pieces will be bought together and 
will match exactly. (A blazer and skirt of different patterns/colors/fabrics worn 
together are not a suit, they are coordinating separates.)       
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            The 5 Levels of 
        Working Mom Outfits
In How to Build a Wardrobe You Love, I explore the 5 Levels of Working Mom 
Outfits in detail. Below, I boil it down to the basics. 
 
Level 1: Weekend Casual. Kicking around at home. Boyfriend jeans, sneakers, 
flats, hoodies, khaki.

Level 2: Weekend Chic. Out and about. Dark wash denim, wedges or ballet 
flats, cardigans, cotton skirts, fun accessories.

Level 3: Casual Friday. Dressed-down in the office. Cotton trousers, pencil 
skirts, ankle boots, ballet flats, strappy sandals, easy dresses.

Level 4: Client Meeting. Serious work wear. Suits, sheaths, necklaces, scarves, 
tights, heels.

Level 5: Date Night. On the town! Dresses, skirts, sparkle, heels, a little skin, 
luxe fabrics.

The key here is to identify how you spend the majority of your time. If you stay 
at home or work remotely, you might not need much in the suit department. If 
you’re in an office most days, well… athleisure (aka those comfy yoga pants 
you’re always grabbing in a pinch) probably isn’t your best option. 

APPLYING THE 5 LEVELS TO THE OUTFIT FORMULA
So how do the 5 Levels help you when using the outfit formula? 

The formula itself stays exactly the same.
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What the Levels do is narrow down the options for the base pieces. As you start 
to put garments together, you’ll notice the combinations you create are related 
to what situation you will be wearing them in. To put it another way, like goes 
with like. You’re not going to pair a beaded evening top with a pair of khaki 
shorts, for example.
 
Let’s create an outfit again. But first, we’ll specify a Level. How about Casual 
Friday?
 
Top core piece: Since this is nominally officewear, you can eliminate anything 
super casual. Bye-bye hoodies and flip-flops. This is the time for better 
knitwear, blouses, or button-down shirts.

Bottom core piece: At the same time, it’s Casual Friday, not a Client Meeting. 
So you can eliminate your kick-around jeans but also your dress trousers. This 
is a good place for premium denim or cute cotton pants, maybe even a skirt if 
it’s warm weather.

Top outer piece: The “casual” in Casual Friday lets you off the hook for this 
layer, if you want. Otherwise, try a little cardigan or knit pullover. A necklace, 
scarf or vest works here, too. 
 
When it comes to selecting the actual pieces, you can skim through your closet. 
Be sure to take note of everything. It’s a great way to make use of pieces that 
are less visible, such as at the bottom folded shirt in a drawer.
 
Following this thought process, I’m sure you can quickly do the same for the 
other 4 Levels, especially if your office has a dress code that dictates Level 4. 
And if you’re looking for a Level 5 evening and on the verge of a panic attack, 
just breathe and remember these words: always go Little Black (or Red or 
Green or Blue) Dress.
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HOW TO TAKE YOUR OUTFITS UP (OR DOWN) A LEVEL
 
You’re tracking with me so far, right? Now it’s time to make your outfits more 
versatile. What happens if your day calls for more than one Level and more 
than one look? Or what if you’ve created a great outfit for yourself at one 
Level and you want to adapt it for another? No problem! After all, there’s 
quite a bit of overlap between the levels, so moving between them just takes 
a few adjustments.
 
• Always accessorize. Have you noticed that outfit creation advice almost 
always includes accessories? Accessories go a long way toward making an 
outfit appear to be one Level or another. Adding a pearl necklace, for example, 
takes most anything up a notch. Adding any accessories at all can boost Level 
1 Weekend Casual up to Level 2 Weekend Chic. In addition to jewelry, layering 
can also beef up the depth and style of an outfit. Try throwing on a luxurious 
scarf or a vest!
 
• Alternative items. Like a particular combo of garments and want to keep 
that look while changing the Level? Find an alternative version of that item at 
the desired Level. Swap a white collared shirt for a white T-shirt to go down or 
denim for colored cords to go up. In warm weather, swap shorts for a skirt. And 
adding a blazer takes any outfit up a Level. Maybe even two!
 
• Don’t forget fabrics. What a particular garment is made of can also affect 
its perceived dressiness–or lack thereof. The very same item made out of silk 
is instantly a higher Level than one that’s cotton. A pair of trousers in denim: 
Level 1 or 2. A pair of trousers in cotton: Level 2 or 3. And in fine wool: Level 4. 
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     Making the Formula 
     a Routine
How and when you use the formula is up to you. You could give yourself an 
extra few minutes in the morning, plan your outfit the night before, or plan all 
outfits for the work week on Sunday evening. Choose a routine that works best 
for your schedule.
 
If you’re planning ahead, pull those garments out and make sure they’re not 
dirty, ripped or otherwise unwearable.
 
And when you hit on a combination that really works, it’s a keeper. Write it down 
or take a photo or some other way of keeping track so you’ll remember it later.

LESS-FRANTIC MONDAYS

As much as I like to experiment with what I wear and come up with new and 
interesting outfit combinations, there are days when I just don’t want to. Either 
I don’t have the mental energy or I don’t have the time. If that describes you on 
most mornings (don’t worry, I won’t tell!), that’s where an outfit uniform can 
come in handy. 

I don’t mean an actual uniform, of course. I’m talking about that go-to 
combination of items you’ve worn before and that you know look great on you. 
It can be something as classic as a sleeveless blouse tucked into pencil skirt, 
with a cropped cardigan on top (very Client Meeting chic!), a wrap dress you 
know works on your shape, or even a trusty ol’ pair of skinny jeans with a 
boatneck shirt and vest.  

Now, there’s a danger in sticking to the tried-and-true. Comfort choices can 
become a rut; easy becomes boring. Here’s how to save your style sanity with 
go-to outfits without getting stuck in a fashion rut. 
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FIND THE PATTERN. 
What is it about your favorite outfits that make them work on you? Is there 
a particular combination of garments, a color, a silhouette? Take that one 
favorite outfit and look for ways to replicate it with other things you own. Turn 
your uniform into a formula. 

MIX THE INGREDIENTS. 
Do you have a couple of favorite top-and-skirt combos you turn to again and 
again? If the palette permits, try swapping the pieces and wear this top with 
that skirt. 

FRESHEN UP WITH ACCESSORIES. 
Make an old outfit look new again with a different belt, an unexpected 
necklace, or an added scarf or jacket. 

GET EDGY. 
Feeling especially daring? Consider trading some of your tried-and-true items 
for ones that are similar in concept, but more dramatic in style. You can see 
this advice in action in two outfits I’ve worn. The first is a black top and light 
patterned skirt, set off by a neon belt. The second outfit is essentially this 
pattern of top and skirt, but in reverse: the skirt is dark and the top is light. 
Whatever trends come and go, I can always fall back on this combination of 
straight-fitting top and skirt in black and white, punched up with accessories.

BONUS      A TIP TO MAKE MORNINGS EXTRA-EASY

Not to toot my own horn, but here’s a genius idea: Choose your favorite 
three or five garments from these go-to looks and hang them in the front 
of your closet. Now your I Feel Great uniform is right at your fingertips.  
So easy!
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    Have Fun with  
    the Formula

Once you’re able to put outfits together in your sleep (perhaps literally on 
Monday mornings), you can start to have fun with the formula.
 
I LIKE TO THINK OF IT AS PLAYING “WHAT IF?”

• What if I unbuttoned a shirt-waist rayon dress and wore it over a top   
 and skirt like a duster coat?
• What if I borrowed a vest from my husband’s closet and wore it with a   
 T-shirt, jeans and boots?
• What if I left this shirt untucked and wore a thick, decorative belt over   
 the top of all the layers in my outfit?
• What if I wore jeans with this outfit instead of a skirt? What if I wore a   
 skirt instead of jeans?
• What if I wore a turtleneck under this floral summer dress and a   
 cardigan on top with boots–in winter?
• What if I wore a top, blazer, tights and boots—with shorts instead of a   
 skirt?
• What if I replaced the black item of clothing in this outfit with a bright   
 color or pattern?

What if you don’t know which “what if” questions to ask? That’s when you 
turn to your inspiration files. Look at Pinterest, magazines, catalogs, street 
style blogs, movies, TV shows, other women on the bus. What outfits catch 
your eye? Why? What would work on you—either by shape or by style? What 
can you (respectfully) steal?
 
These are just starters; your “what if” questions will vary, based on your own 
style and taste. 
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Feeling hesitant? Try your outfits on at home. Ask a friend’s opinion. Have 
someone take a photo of you and see what you think. This is sometimes easier 
than trying to look at yourself in a full-length mirror.
 
Branch out as far as you feel comfortable. Some women can rock a color-block 
look with the greatest of ease, and others will never wear anything other than 
shades of black and gray.
 
As you’ve learned by now, it’s all about how the clothes fit and how they make 
you feel. And they all should reflect your personal style. Where your best friend 
might wear black cobra-print denim you might prefer Gap plain-front khakis. 
And don’t you both look great?

THE RULE OF 3
Outfit creation is so much easier when it can be reduced to a rule of thumb or 
a simple outfit formula— like:

Top core piece + bottom core piece (+ top outer piece) = outfit
 
Another one of these outfit-making shortcuts is called the Rule of 3. There are 
a couple of variations on the Rule of 3, but both are simple and easy to follow.
 
In the basic version, you’ll simply include 3 pieces in every outfit. For example, 
if your top and your bottom are two, add a third piece–like a jacket or belt or 
scarf–for some additional visual interest. It’s that “completer” piece we talked 
about earlier.
 
Ready for a more advanced version? Layer 3 pieces just in the top part of any 
outfit. This is a bit more challenging because it requires more items overall, 
but not too much more. This is where you add a cardigan and a necklace to a 
top, or layer two T-shirts with a scarf.
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This version also lends itself well to cooler weather since it depends more 
on layering. It’s a bit trickier to pull off 3 top layers in the heat of summer, 
although it can be done (think tank tops mixed with something very light 
and gauzy).
 
The order in which you combine the layers is up to you, but here are some ideas 
to start with:
  • Layer from thinnest piece to thickest
 • Layer from solid to patterned
 • Layer from patterned to solid
 • Sandwich contrasting pieces: thick between two thin, patterned   
  between two solid, short sleeves (or even a vest!) between two longer
 
Want to get really experimental? Try mixing garment Levels—something dressy 
with something casual, for example, like lacy with denim or silky with a knit.
 
As with any outfit creation, the key is to experiment and have fun! Not 
every combination will be successful, but tomorrow you get to start over 
and try again.

HOW TO STEP OUTSIDE YOUR FASHION COMFORT ZONE
Whenever I talk to women about style and fashion, one of the most common 
frustrations I hear is this: “I feel like I’m stuck in a style rut. I keep buying the 
same things over and over again because I don’t know what else to get.” 

Sound familiar, ladies? Even if you don’t love what you’re wearing, at least it’s 
the devil you know, right? It doesn’t have to be that way. Even better, it’s not 
quite as difficult (or even scary) as you might think. 
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HERE ARE A FEW YOU-CAN-DO-THIS WAYS TO BREAK OUT OF YOUR 
FASHION COMFORT ZONE: 

Do the opposite. Remember that episode of Seinfeld when hapless George 
discovered that things finally went right for him whenever he did the opposite 
of what he usually did? (“The Opposite”; it’s a classic.) Try the fashion version. 
Always dress in black or dark tones? Bust out the color-blocking. Closet full 
of trousers? Slip on a skirt. Trade the solid tights for patterned ones. Trade a 
T-shirt for a tie-front blouse. It doesn’t have to be forever; try it for a day or two 
here and there. 

Follow your instinct. When you go shopping or look online or surf Pinterest, 
what grabs your eye? You know, before you have time to mentally talk 
yourself out of it? If it’s off the beaten style path for you, trust your instinct–
and follow it. Risky can be rewarding. Remember: even the unsuccessful 
experiments are just that–experiments. No one’s going to force you to wear it 
again, whatever it was, and now you have more information about what you 
like and what you don’t.

Just try it on. Do you ever see an item in a store window or a magazine spread 
and think, “Oh, I could never wear that”? Well, why not? Maybe it really isn’t the 
right color or shape or style for you. Or maybe you’d like it more than you think. So 
challenge your conception of what you’re “supposed” to wear or are “allowed” to 
wear. Sometimes the only way to break out of a style rut is to be a little daring. 

Don’t let your preconceived ideas of what you “should” wear keep you from 
trying something new, even if it makes you a little bit nervous. The next time 
you go shopping, pay attention to what catches your eye, but makes you 
hesitate–and try it on! You might be surprised by the results.
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PLAY WITH ACCESSORIES
Want to feel instantly put-together? Turn to accessories, too. Even if you keep 
the fundamental pieces the same, an entire outfit can be transformed by 
adding—or changing—the accessories.
 
Try a colorful scarf, a string of pearls, a belt over the top piece, heels instead of 
boots, flats instead of wedges—you’d be surprised by what works and when.
 
In How to Build a Wardrobe You Love, I talk about the idea of quality in your 
garments instead of quantity (fewer, better pieces instead of a larger number 
of lesser ones). This is another place that accessories help out. Those few 
pieces make a greater number of outfits when accessories are involved. The 
same white shirt and black skirt can look completely different with a red flat 
and belt than with a black-and-white patterned scarf and black pumps.
 
KEEPING IT CURRENT
With a wardrobe full of key pieces that you can mix and match to create sassy 
outfits, you’re ready for any occasion.
 
So what happens in five or ten years when some of those clothes are no 
longer in style? Or you simply grow tired of wearing them? How do you 
keep current?
 
As with any area of design, you can’t just set it and forget it.
 
In the short term, you can freshen up and add to the core basics with lower 
priced, on-trend items. Are florals big? Get a rose-splashed top or a bold floral-
print pant at any mass-market store. There’s no point spending too much as 
its lifespan will be as limited as the trend.
 
Or swap out accessories. Try a different belt or a fun shoe. If your feet can 
stand it, Payless and H&M often sell trendy styles for super cheap. They’re 
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practically throw-away shoes. (But please don’t just trash them when you’re 
done; donate them to your local Goodwill or Freecycle them.)
 
In the long term, you will occasionally need to update styles and silhouettes. If 
you have a high-quality piece that has for some reason gone out of style, then 
by all means invest in a new piece. But hang onto that original item. It’s bound 
to return to trendiness when the fashion tides eventually turn.
 
The same goes for shoes and coats. If the good pair of black work pumps 
you’ve worn for the last five years have ultra-pointed toes and rounded toe 
caps are now the rage, polish your pumps and store them carefully. Look for a 
quality pair of rounded-toe pumps to wear for another 5 years. By then another 
style is sure to have come into vogue (and most likely it will be the pointed toes 
you now already own!).

     Activities
Here are a few hands-on exercises that will help you learn to put the Levels 
and the Formula in action.

ACTIVITY #1: THE OUTFIT PLANNER
 
Use the following worksheet to write down up to 5 outfits you can make at each 
Level with the clothes you already own.
 
As you do, think about what accessories you can add to each. Start with the 
shoes. Where can you also add a belt, a necklace, a scarf? What handbag will 
you carry? What coat will you wear?
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(And if you want to follow Coco Chanel’s famous advice, now go through and 
remove one thing … though it probably shouldn’t be the shoes!)
 

Outfit tOp COre
pieCe

BOttOm COre
pieCe

tOp Outer
pieCe

ACCessOries

Example Emerald green 
scoop-neck T

Madewell boyfriend 
jeans

Gray gap hoodie Black Puma flats, 
Nine West shoulder 

bag
1

2

3

4

5

LEVEL 1: WEEKEND CASUAL

Outfit tOp COre
pieCe

BOttOm COre
pieCe

tOp Outer
pieCe

ACCessOries

Example Black collared knit 
shirt

Paige dark wash 
boot cuts

Leopard-print  
cardigan

Black beaded 
choker, driving  

moccasins
1

2

3

4

5

LEVEL 2: WEEKEND CHIC
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Outfit tOp COre
pieCe

BOttOm COre
pieCe

tOp Outer
pieCe

ACCessOries

Example White button-down 
shirt

Flat-front khakis (None) Animal print scarf, 
black ankle booties, 
suede shoulder bag, 

gold watch
1

2

3

4

5

LEVEL 3: CASUAL FRIDAY

Outfit tOp COre
pieCe

BOttOm COre
pieCe

tOp Outer
pieCe

ACCessOries

Example Green silk ruffled 
tank

Gray pencil skirt Gray/white  
patterned cardigan

Black belt (over 
cardigan), tights, 

pumps, long pearls 
knotted

1

2

3

4

5

LEVEL 4: CLIENT MEETING
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ACTIVITY #2: THE FULL ENCHILADA
 
This activity is optional. It’s highly useful but it’s highly involved!
 
For each outfit you wrote down in the Planner, put it on and have someone  
take photos of you to keep as reference. Print them out and add them to  
your inspiration collection, keep with your wardrobe audit inventory from  
How To Build a Wardrobe You Love or put them in a small photo album. 
Whenever you need an idea for what to wear, pull out the photos for an  
already created option.
 
 
NOW GO BE FABULOUS!

Outfit tOp COre
pieCe

BOttOm COre
pieCe

tOp Outer
pieCe

ACCessOries

Example V-neck Little
Black Dress

(None) (None) Pashmina wrap, 
strappy shoes, 
evening clutch

1

2

3

4

5

LEVEL 5: DATE NIGHT
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You can have a closet full of clothes you love. 
You can feel great when you get dressed. 

You can get your style mojo back.

no more yoga pants
How to Dress Better, Shop Smarter and 

Reclaim Your Style 

is a workshop series designed to jump-start your personal style, starting now! 

Complete your style journey! Use the promo code FBFOUTFITS at 
http://www.franticbutfabulous.com/no-more-yoga-pants to save $19 

(it’s like getting this workshop for free).


